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Symbols of Easter 

 

 

Vocabulary 

 

Rebirth 

Associated with… 

Fertility 

 

Resurrection 

 

 

Rose from the dead 

Flowers bloom 

Sealed Tomb 

 

Fasting 

 

 

Dairy food 

Legends 

 

Originated in 

Settlers 

 

Custom 

 

Purity 

Considered as… 

 

Meaning 

 

This is similar to being born again. Resurrected. 

Is connected / linked with something else. 

This refers to the ability to have children. If you are fertile, you are 

able to have children. 

A person who has died, rises from the dead again to begin a new life. 

Jesus rose from the dead after three days. This is known as the 

resurrection of Jesus Christ, the son of god. 

Same is Resurrected. 

The flowers begin to open during Spring. 

A place, usually underground, for burying the dead. Sealed means 

it is closed, and no one can get in or out. 

You don’t eat certain types of food for an amount of time. This usually 

happens during religious festivals. During Easter, the fasting lasts for 

40 days. 

Food that produced from or contains milk. 

A story that is passed on from generation to generation that may 

or may not be true. 

Where something came from or started from. 

These are people who choose to go and live in another place or 

country. 

A tradition that belongs to a group of people. An example is giving 

each other Easter Eggs on Easter Sunday. 

This refers to being 100% clean and free from anything bad. 

Was believed to be … 

 

 

 

Easter is a time of year that remembers the death and rebirth of Jesus. However, during this 

time, you will see many symbols such as eggs, an Easter Bunny, Lilies and even candles. Many 

people ask why they are used at this time and what they mean. 

 

Well, I shall do my best to help with this. Please see below. 
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Eggs / Chicks 

Eggs are associated with Easter as they are a symbol of fertility and rebirth, linking them with 

springtime and with the celebration of the resurrection. 

 

In spring, flowers and trees bloom which symbolises rebirth and new life. Therefore, the egg 

can also symbolise this as it also represents new life. The Chicks would also represent new life 

and rebirth, as they represent Jesus coming out of the tomb. 

 

Chocolate Easter eggs are often given to celebrate Easter. The egg symbolises the sealed tomb 

of Jesus, and when you break the egg it symbolises the resurrection of Jesus and him walking 

out of the tomb. 

 

In addition, during Lent, which is the 40-day fasting period before Easter, most people took 

part in a fast and didn't eat certain foods, including dairy items like milk and eggs. So, after 

eating no eggs for several weeks, on Easter day, they would have been a real treat to eat at 

Easter when the fast was over! 

So, on Easter morning, people around the world will give their family and friends many 

chocolate eggs to enjoy over the holiday period. 

 

Just be careful how many you eat! 

 

A symbol of fertility and rebirth 

Symbolises Jesus coming out of the tomb New life and re-birth 
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The Easter bunny 

The Easter Bunny is a rabbit that brings baskets filled with coloured eggs, sweets and 

sometimes toys to the homes of children on the night before Easter. When the Easter Bunny 

brings the gifts, it will either put the eggs in the baskets or hide them for the children to find 

in the morning 

 

Now, when it comes to the Easter bunny, legends say bunny symbols originated in Germany 

since they were the first one to mention it in a writing that dates back to the 1500s [hundreds]. 

In many parts of the country, most Germans believed that the Bunny was said to decide 

whether children had been good or bad, to see if they deserved Easter eggs or not.  

 

The Easter Bunny also symbolises fertility since rabbits give birth to many babies in the early 

spring. So, rabbits were seen as a spring and Easter animal, especially in Germany and The 

Netherlands.  

 

The 'Easter hare' became the 'Easter Bunny' when German and Dutch settlers took the custom 

over to the USA. 

 

They are now used by Christians as a symbol of the resurrection of Jesus and to help make 

Easter a fun festival. 
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Lilies  

The Lily is another Easter symbol and is often used for decoration. White symbolises purity, 

and the fact it blooms in the spring season, has made the flower a perfect symbol of Easter.  

 

As Lilies symbolise purity and bloom in spring, Christians used this to symbolises Jesus’ purity 

and resurrection. 

 

Candles 

Candles are an Easter symbol because they represent the light of the world. They are lit in churches 

during Easter mass to remember the rebirth of Jesus. 

 

Jesus was considered as the light of the world when he rose from the dead. This is because he 

brought new hope and beginning to the world and took away the darkness. 

 

This is similar to what the candles do as they bring light when they are lit. 

 

So, now you know five main symbols of Easter and why we use them. For me, I love the Easter 

bunny as it gave me some great memories during my childhood. 

 

 

Lilies are a symbol of purity Candles represent the light of the world 


